
Bloomin’ Photography
Tips for getting your best photos

by Jack Christfield



 Picture of MS in garden

My wife enjoys gardening. 

Her idea of gardening photography 
is to turn to me and say, ‘get a 
picture of that will you?’

Mary Scott’s #1 Tip : Make friends 
with a photographer.  Tell them 
what you want pictures of.

The only problem with this plan is 
that there is never a photographer 
around when you need one… kind 
of like plumbers.

So YOU must be the photographer

And this talk is about improving 
your odds of success…

Photographing Landscapes & Gardens



I’d like to suggest to you that 
photography is an artistic extension of 
your gardening aesthetic 

As gardeners, you already have a 
sense of color, texture, pattern, line, 
depth and other elements of design

These are the same elements that 
photographers think about when 
crafting images

While not a gardener myself, some of 
my most satisfying images have come 
about as a result of garden 
photography

Photographing Landscapes & Gardens

Day Lily, noon  f/25



A word about gear…

The choice of a camera is a highly 
individual thing.

“What’s the best camera”… for 
landscape, travel, or what-have-you?

A wise photographer once said, “the 
camera you have with you”

The camera you have with you may 
be your cellphone, but they aren’t the 
best choice… the screen can be hard 
to see in bright light, making 
composition difficult, and it can be 
hard to hold the phone steady.  



In my opinion…

The best camera is one that you like, 
because any camera made in the last 
several years will perform well

Choose one that’s compact, fun to 
use, easy to carry, not too 
complicated

My recommendations:

• Choose one with a viewfinder!

• Has a moderate zoom range like     
28-to-70 mm

• Automatic but has controls that 
allow manual override

• Shoots RAW and JPEG

• Get an extra battery and a skylight 
filter to protect the front of the lens



A basic camera like that will cover almost 

any lighting or compositional situation… 



Habits of highly effective 

photographers

• Learn the camera

• Try to use it regularly

• Download your images to the 
computer rather than storing them on 
the camera card

• Always have a filter on the front of 
your lens to protect it

• Always carry a small microfiber cloth 

and a lens brush



Habits of highly effective 

photographers

• Always have spare memory cards (32 
or 64 GB) 

• Always have a spare battery

• Always download your images from 
the memory card to your computer

• Always back up the downloaded files

• Use some sort of post-processing 
software (for cropping, straightening, 
exposure correction)



Technique (or, stuff that 

photographers think about)

Be sharp and in-focus

• take time to focus on the subject –

slow down and be intentional

• Hold the camera firmly, because 
you may not know whether the 
shutter speed will be high enough 
to freeze your movement

• Focus can be a compositional 
element: choose either shallow 
focus, or sharp throughout the 
entire frame

• Select a focus mode in advance… 
I prefer Single-Point AF for garden 
and landscape

• Consider using a monopod or 
tripod

Trout Lily, morning   f/5.6



Orchid, Biltmore   f/7.1
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“Bowl of Beauty”   f/5.6
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Bird of Paradise   f/5.6
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Bird of Paradise   f/5.6
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Sunflowers, morning   f/2.8



Focus
And

Sharpness

Sunflowers, morning   f/2.8

Sunflower, morning   f/2.8



Summary of Focus and Sharpness

 Take your time, be intentional about the image

 Hold the camera firmly, brace elbows

 Think about where you want the focus point to be

 Use single-point focus mode on your camera

 Consider a monopod or tripod, especially in low-light conditions

 Newer cameras may offer Image Stabilization, but don’t count on it

 Take multiple images



Considering Light

 In your own garden, choose to shoot when it looks it’s best

 Early morning soft light

 Later morning raking light

 ‘Golden hour’ late (and early) light 

 Overcast soft light

 If you are in direct sun, make your own shade

 Take multiple images



Morning light…  
 early morning offers gentle light, dew, and little wind



Morning light…  



Evening light…  
 ‘Blue hour’ as lights come on -- adds depth



Evening light…  
 ‘Blue hour’ as lights come on -- adds depth



Overcast or dappled soft light



Overcast or dappled soft light



Overcast or dappled soft light



Open shade and dappled soft light



Open shade



Overcast or evening soft light

can help intensify color



Direct sun

 Not ideal

 Sometimes you have no 

choice

 Usually harsh in highlights

 Try to under-expose, or expose 

for the highlights

 Can sometimes be mitigated 

in post-processing

 Consider making your own 

shade 



Direct sun

 Mid to late morning

 Sunlight is higher, brighter, 

warmer in tone – but the 

blooms are still fresh

 Directional light picks out 

detail like the pollen grains

 Adds an inner glow



Direct sun – mid-afternoon



Direct sun and open shade



Golden Hour sun and backlighting



Fog, mist, and after the rain



After the rain



After the rain



‘Considering Light’ summary…

 In your own garden, choose to shoot when it looks it’s best

 Early morning soft light is generally restful

 Later morning raking light when blooms are still fresh

 ‘Golden hour’ late (and early) light adds warmth and glow

 Overcast soft light is ideal 

 If you are in direct sun, expose for the highlights or make your own shade



Composition

 Gardening aesthetics is already about color, texture, layers, creating 

depth, leading the eye

 Use these concepts you already know to tell the story of your subject

 Ask yourself: why am I taking this image?  What is it that appeals to me 

about this scene?



Composition

 Shoot from different angles – it can solve problems and suggest new 

possibilities

 Practice ‘border patrol’   Look at borders and background for things 

that catch the eye and do not contribute to the subject… 

 Crop the image, or better yet, move the garden hose!

 Get closer!  Fill the frame with your subject.  We don’t need to see the 

whole to know what it is, and this lends a more abstract quality to the 

image



 Consider the Rule of Thirds

 Leading lines

 Near / Far

 Selective focus

 Get low

 Get closer

 Wide-angle view

Composition examples





Leading lines



Leading lines



Leading lines and Near/Far



Leading lines and Near/Far



Leading lines



Near/Far



Near/Far

Wide-angle, shooting from above,

leading lines



Wide-angle, low point-of-view,

leading lines

Near/Far



Shallow depth-of-field



Selective focus 

isolates the subject

Rule of Thirds 

guides placement



Selective focus 

isolates the subject

Rule of Thirds 

guides placement



Selective focus 

isolates the subject



Selective focus 

isolates the subject

Rule of Thirds 

guides placement



Get low

Get eye-to-eye with 

your subject



Get low



Get low

Get on the same level as 

your subject to add a sense 

of presence and intimacy



Get low



Get low



Get low



Get low



Get low



Get really wide with panorama

Cellphones and newer cameras offer panorama mode

If doing manually, leave plenty of overlap (about one-third) as you go from one frame to the next 



Get really wide with panorama



Shoot indoors in 

the comfort of your 

own home!

Bring it inside



Bring it

inside





 Consider the Rule of Thirds

 Leading lines

 Near / Far

 Selective focus

 Get low

 Get closer

 Wide-angle view

Summary of Composition



Depth of field



Depth of field



Depth of field



Depth of field



Depth of field



Depth of field



Depth of field



Questions?
Tips for getting your best photos

by Jack Christfield

For a PDF of this talk go to 

www.lowccnc.com/bloomin-photography/

For more information:

Land of Water falls Camera Club: www.lowccnc.com

Or email me at jack@jackchristfield.com

https://www.lowccnc.com/bloomin-photography/
http://www.lowccnc.com/
mailto:jack@jackchristfield.com

